
Donald R Laster Jr.
25 Heidl Ave
West Long Branch, NJ 07764

Nicholas E. Purpora
1802 Rue De La Port
Wall, NJ 07719

Clerk of the Court
The Honorable Judge Freda L. Wolfson
U.S. District Court of the State of New Jersey
402 East State St, Room 2020
Trenton, NJ 08608

Re: 3:10-cv-04814-FLW-DEA PURPURA et al v. SEBELIUS et al

Clerk of the Court,

On Friday, 08/October/2010, Nicholas E. Purpura and I received the notice of the transfer of the 
legal action we are involved with as plaintiffs against the defendants Kathleen Sebelius, Timothy F. 
Geithner, Hilda A. Solis and the United States government agencies that they currently are in charge of. 
The page identified as 
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is incorrect as it shows this action, or it at least implies, that the legal action in question is between 
Nicholas E. Purpura and myself.  This is incorrect.  I have attached three (3) pages with this notification 
of the error.  The attachments are the two pages of the notification of the change in the Judge assigned to 
the legal action and a page from the earlier notifications from the Clerk's office on the filing of the suit in 
the Court on 20/September/2010.  We respectfully request the information be corrected in order to insure 
this legal action goes forward properly through our courts and the Clerk's office is not embarrassed by 
this inadvertent mistake.

I would also like to note that while the “Docket Text” meaning of the order is understandable the 
printing system appears to be overwriting the various sentences that make up the “Docket Text”.  This 
could lead to potential embarrassment for the Clerk's office, in my humble opinion,  as people outside of 
the Court system may try to use such simple printing problems to attack the Court's credibility and the 
Clerk's office in particular in order “to score points” against the Court.  Or to simply embarrass the Court 
and the Clerk's office.  It is something the Clerk's Office may want to try and have corrected at some 
point in time.

Sincerely,

Donald R Laster Jr. for myself and Nicholas E. Purpura

Attachment : 3 pages of Court notifications


